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44 Consistency in indexing with ontologies 

Thee research presented in this chapter  provides some insight in the degree of consistency 
employedd in manual indexing. This chapter  was published (with minor  changes] at the 
Learningg Objects 2003 Symposium (Kabel, de Hoog &  Wielinga, 2003), and in a special edition 
onn learning objects of the AACE Journal of Educational Multimedi a and Hypermedia (Kabel, 
dee Hoog, Wielinga &  Anjewierden, 2004b]. 

4.11 Introduction 

Thiss chapter investigates whether people can use a knowledge-rich annotation structure to 
indexx material. Automatic indexing with ontologies can be achieved to some degree, as was 
illustratedd in Chapter 3, but most semantic tagging as yet has to be done manually. As is 
stressedd by the ARIADNE foundation, one of the practical problems that arise when a 
metadataa system is widely used is indexation (the creation of the metadata by humans], 
whichh should be as easy as possible. The difficulty of manual indexing is illustrated in an 
empiricall  study of the use of ARIADNE's EMR annotation structure for indexing over the 
pastt 7 years (Najjar, Ternier & Duval, 2003]. This study shows that indexers often use only a 
subsett of attributes, and in addition often use just one value. This indicates that indexers 
differr in the way they choose attributes to describe their learning objects as well as in 
vocabularyy values assigned to each attribute. Moreover, by looking into the metadata 
informationn filled in by each indexer, they noticed that indexers often use different mental 
templatess of attributes andd values every time they index new learning objects. This indicates 
thatt even a single person may over time use different attribute values for the same object. To 
indexx material with semantic metadata requires human interpretation. Having a standard 
suchh as IEEE LOM (2002) does not guarantee that applying this standard to the same learning 
objectss by different people wil l yield the same outcomes. If there are differences, this wil l be 
detrimentall  to the effectiveness and efficiency of retrieval for re-use. Ontologies may be a 
meanss to promote consistent indexing because, as opposed to flat lists of values, structured 
listss of values may make it easier for indexers to index learning objects in a consistent way: 
thee structure leaves less room for different interpretations. 

Ann empirical investigation is reported in this chapter, addressing the question whether 
differentt indexers are capable of applying a standardized value vocabulary consistently. To 
gainn insight into the degree of consistency in indexing, three questions are investigated. 
First,, to what extent do different indexers, having the same attributes and value lists at their 
disposal,, annotate the same learning objects with the same values? Second, does annotating 
withh structured value lists lead to more correspondence between indexers than flat value 
lists?? And third, is consistency of indexing dependent on medium types (for example video 
orr text), the nature of the annotation structure (flat lists versus ontologies], different types of 
attributesattributes (tangible versus intangible), or on a specific domain (formal versus informal)? This 
wil ll  be investigated in two experiments in which subjects annotate a set of pre-selected 
fragments. . 
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Thee experiments are conducted in a controlled setting. The experiments are set up as realistic 
ass possible, however several choices were made that can influence the scope of this research. 
Thee first is a choice of subjects, who should represent the "average indexer". From profes-
sionall  indexers a relatively high degree of consistency may be expected. However, there is not 
muchh experience with recently developed standards. In addition, it cannot be expected that 
inn the future all indexing wil l be performed by experts. Likewise, quite likely users of 
metadataa for retrieval wil l be inexperienced too as the population of Internet users increases. 
Byy selecting relatively inexperienced indexers for this research, a kind of "worst case" was 
created,, determining a bottom line of what can be achieved in terms of consistency. Another 
factorr is the difficulty of the indexing task itself. Applying an annotation structure and 
indexingg vocabulary is seen as a difficult task. For instance, to annotate material with a domain 
vocabularyy LOM allows 15 values in the attribute Taxon Path, and a keyword attribute allows 
forr 40 values, ideally requiring a domain expert. In reality, a domain expert with experience 
inn indexing who is familiar with the material may specify several different attributes of one 
orr several fragments at once. To make the indexing task practicable for the inexperienced 
indexerss the subjects were trained in using the annotation structures. In addition, the choice 
wass made to permit a limited number of values per attribute. To reduce the complexity of 
thee task of indexing with ontologies on multiple attributes, all fragments were annotated in 
successionn per attribute. Concentrating on one attribute (one ontology) at a time requires 
lesss mental effort than thinking about attributes alternately. By organizing the stimulus 
inputt simultaneously into several dimensions and successively into chunks, the amount of 
informationn one is able to receive, process and remember is stretched (Miller, 1956). 

4.22 Consistency in indexing with flat value lists 

Inn this experiment, subjects annotated a set of pre-selected fragments about the JAVA 
programmingg language. To be able to judge subjects' annotations these were compared with 
ann expert's annotations made by a professor of Social Science Informatics with knowledge of 
thee JAVA programming language, pedagogical experience and a long history of research in 
thee area of ontologies. 

4.2.11 The annotation structure 
Thee annotation structure used in the JAVA experiment (see Table 4-1) comprises 13 LOM 
attributess and 4 additional ones (derived from the IMAT vocabulary). Value lists are flat, 
eitherr scales (values ranging from low to high) or unordered collections of terms, except for 
thee JAVA concept hierarchy, which is a structured value list. 

Category y 

General l 

Lifecycle e 

Attribute e 

LOM:: Titl e 

LOM:: Description 

LOM:: Version 

LOM:: Role, Entity, Date 

Examplee values 

Freee text 

Freee text 

Freee text 

Freee text 
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Category y 

Content t 

Education n 

Domain n 

Attribute e 

LOM:: Learning Resource Type 

(adaptedd to the JAVA domain) 

LOM:: Semantic Density 

Descriptionn Type (writing perspective) 

Descriptionn Scope (nature of grain size) 

Knowledgee Type (kind of knowledge) 

LOM:: Learning Context 

LOM:: Interactivity Type 

LOM:: Interactivity Level 

LOM:: Difficult y 

Instructionall  Role (possible role(s) in 

instruction) ) 

Examplee values 

Narrativee Text 

Programmingg Code 

Veryy Low 

Veryy High 

Physicall  Description 

Procedurall  Description 

Generall  (introductory) 

Detailed d 

Terminologicall  Knowledge 

Conceptuall  Knowledge 

Practicall  Knowledge 

School,, Higher Education 

Active e 

Expositive e 

Veryy Low 

Veryy High 

Veryy Easy 

Veryy Difficul t 

Example e 

Explanation n 

Goodd Practice 

LOM:: Taxon Path (JAVA domain Class 

ontologyy comprising an is-a and a part-c f Method 

conceptt hierarchy) Variable 

Tablee 4-1 Annotation structure and example values of the indexing vocabulary used in the JAVA experiment. 

Thee LOM annotation structure and indexing vocabularies were only partly included because 
nott all attributes are applicable to the document fragments and because indexing the frag-
mentss with the complete annotation structure would take too much time. The perspectives 
onn material (described in Chapter 3, the physical and domain related aspects of the material 
andd the task of instructional design) are partly covered in this annotation structure by 
categoriess of attributes about the content, the domain and education. 

4.z.z4.z.z Method 
Subjectss had the task to annotate a set of 7 text and picture fragments by assigning a single 
valuee to each attribute. The correspondence between subjects' annotations and an expert's 
annotationss is measured. The following subsections describe the variables, subjects, materials 
andd procedure. 
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4-2.2.11 Variables 
Thee dependent variable is the correspondence of subjects' single value annotations with 
thosee of the expert. Correspondence is operationalized by calculating the percentage of 
subjectss that annotated the same as the expert over all fragments. The results are analyzed 
basedd on strict matching criteria (which require an exact match between the subject's and 
thee expert's value, free text annotations excluded), and on flexible matching criteria, to 
accountt for subjects who were less specific than the expert but not necessarily wrong. The 
flexibleflexible matching criteria are that, in a structured value list such as the JAVA concept 
hierarchy,, a subject's value matches with the expert's more specific value, for instance Class 
matchess with a direct sub-concept in the ontology Applet. In value scales, two adjacent 
valuess match (for example Very Easy matches with Easy), and in unordered value lists similar 
valuess match (for example Learning Resource Type value Preface matches with Foreword). 
Thee flexible matching criteria are a kind of approximation of an ontology, allowing a 
tentativee answer to the question about the effect of structured versus flat value lists. If high 
consistencyy is found based on values that are similar but not exactly the same, structured 
valuee lists, permitting different levels of abstraction, may be a means to reduce the number 
off  mismatches between two indexers. 

4.2.2.22 Subjects 
Thee participating subjects were third year Social Science Informatics students. 28 Subjects 
participated.. Most of them have taken a JAVA course, however, JAVA is seen as a difficult 
domain.. To pool knowledge of the domain the subjects were assigned to groups of two and 
sometimess three persons. Most subjects are familiar with search engines and have some 
instructionall  experience. 

4.2.2.33 Materials 
Twoo sets of 7 fragments were selected from the Internet. Each group of subjects annotated 
onee of two sets of fragments, to prevent subjects copying their neighbors' annotations. The 
fragmentss consisted of text fragments and pictures about JAVA. Text fragments consisted of 
narrativee texts, for example a paragraph explaining a Java concept, and pieces of JAVA code. 
Picturess consisted of structural schemas and screen dumps of JAVA applets. 
Too annotate the fragments an annotation tool was developed in HTML {see Figure 4-1), 
allowingg subjects to browse through the fragments and to select a value from a drop down 
menuu or to type in text where fixed lists are absent. 
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Thee JAVA is -a (or p art-
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Figuree 4-1 Annotation tool/orjrqgments aboutJAVA. 

Thee possibility to browse through the fragments allowed subjects to compare and, if 

necessary,, change previously specified attr ibute values. Once a fragment annotat ion was 

complete,, this was send to the experimenter by e-mail (using the "Send" bu t ton of the 

Internett browser). 

4.2.2.44 Procedure 

AA week prior to the actual investigation the subjects were introduced to the context in which 

thee indexing task had to be carried out. For example the subjects were told that the frag-

mentss they had to annotate were suitable for an introductory JAVA course at university level. 

Inn addit ion the annotat ion structure and indexing vocabularies and were introduced. This 

wass done to reduce the effect of a possible learning curve caused by using an extensive 

annotat ionn structure for the first t ime. 

Ass some subjects had not previously taken a JAVA course, the subjects were assigned to 13 

groups,, each with at least one person with knowledge of JAVA. The tool was demonstrated, 

afterr which each group annotated one of the two sets of 7 fragments. As a support the 

subjectss could look into a reference work with definitions and examples of attr ibute values. 

Thee General and Lifecycle categories were filled only once for all fragments because the 

values,, such as Entity (the name of the contributor) and the Date, were expected to be the 

samee for all fragments. Subjects had as much t ime as was necessary to finish the indexing 

task.. The indexing task took between 60 and 90 minutes. 
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4-2-33 Results 

4.2.3.11 Data, preparation 

Thee results of the two sets of 7 fragments were joined together because with an independent 
sampless T-test, no significant differences in percentages correspondence were found. There 
weree also no significant differences between the times in which subjects annotated a set of 7 
fragments. . 

4.2.3.22 Analysis of results 
Onn average, less than half of the subjects' annotations strictly corresponded with the expert's 
annotations.. With the flexible matching criteria 78% of the subjects' annotations corres-
pondedd with the expert's annotations. The flexible matching criteria result in an increase in 
consistencyy of 30%. A closer look at the results shows for which attributes a broad view (flexi-
blee matching criteria) is especially required. Table 4-2 shows the percentage annotations 
correspondingg with the expert's annotations. A high percentage indicates high correspon-
dence.. For example, 84% strict correspondence for the Learning Resource Type attribute 
meanss that out of^i assigned attribute values (the 13 groups of subjects who each annotated 
77 fragments on this attribute), j6 were the same as used by the expert. The rows show 
percentagess based on the strict and flexible matching criteria. The columns represent attri-
butes,, ordered from high average percentages for the strict criteria (left column) to low ones. 

Strict t 

Flexible e 

§1 §1 

H% H% 

95% 95% 

u u 
2 2 
a a 
J3 3 

69% 69% 

&6% &6% 

a a 
0 0 
0. . 

'B B 
Q Q 

56% 56% 

81% 81% 

t t 
0 0 
e e 

55% 55% 

80% % 

u u (X X 
8 8 

<*> > 
a a 
0 0 c c 
a. . 
c c 
0 0 
SG G 
a a 

49% 49% 

75% 75% 

0 0 
<L <L 

'EL L 
0 0 
H H 

46% 46% 

75% 75% 

u u 

1 1 
0 0 

u u 

H H 
1 1 
45% 45% 

74% 74% 

"3 3 
m m 
0 0 

45% 45% 

61% 61% 

n n 

Li i 

'EL L 
O O 

i-i-

44% % 

77% 77% 

S S 
(3 3 

Q Q 

'B 'B 
3 3 

37% 37% 

&7% &7% 

I I 
u u 
Q Q 
Q Q 
C C 

i<5% % 

56% % 

"7j j 

> > 
.3 3 

u u 
2 2 
a a 

16% 16% 

&9% &9% 

> > < < 

48% % 

78% % 

Tablee 4-2 Percentage subjects corresponding with the expert's annotations. 

Nott surprisingly, attributes with "tangible" values that exclude each other, such as Learning 
Resourcee Type and Interactivity Type, generate more agreement than "abstract" attributes 
suchh as Semantic Density, because they require less interpretation. In this respect the high 
percentagess found for the abstract attribute Knowledge Type are surprising. This may be 
duee to the fact that a computer language domain is highly structured and formalized, often 
containingg clear definitions, which could make it easier to detect the type of knowledge in a 
fragment.. Low average percentages are found for all attributes with value scales: Difficulty , 
Interactivityy Level and Semantic Density. Interactivity Level may have caused confusion 
becausee none of the fragments were interactive. However, clearly judging on value scale 
turnss out to be highly subjective. LOM anticipates on the subjective use of value scales, 
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notingg that "inherently, this scale is meaningful within the context of a community of practice". 
Despitee the structured JAVA concept hierarchy [which could be improved), the corres-
pondencee found for domain related annotations (Topic) is below average, which could be an 
indicationn that the subjects' knowledge of JAVA was not sufficient. It can also be a con-
sequencee of the type of fragments that were annotated. Pieces of JAVA code and structural 
schemass were rather abstract, and sometimes complex types of fragments and showed lower 
consistencyy (on average 40%) than a paragraph of text or a screendump of an applet (on ave-
ragee 60%). 

4.2.44 Conclusions 
Thee JAVA experiment shows that with strict matching criteria, overall correspondence is 
low,, indicating the difficulty of consistent indexing. Using a more flexible analysis based on 
ann ontology, gives higher but not perfect consistency. Consistency is most difficult to 
achievee for attributes that require considerable interpretation to correctly assign a value to a 
fragmentt attribute. In the next experiment this last aspect is studied in more detail by provi-
dingg structured value lists and permitting multiple values. Also different medium types are 
included. . 

4.33 Consistency in indexing with structured value lists 

Inn this experiment, subjects annotated a set of pre-selected multi-media fragments in the 
domainn of animals, using an indexing vocabulary with structured value lists (based on the 
IMATT indexing vocabulary). Subjects' multiple-value annotations are compared with those 
off  a team of experts, and the consistency between subjects' annotations that are different 
fromm the experts is also measured. Two experts, with the same qualifications as in the JAVA 
experiment,, created the benchmark; they annotated the fragments independently and al-
mostt identically. The few discrepancies were discussed, leading to agreed upon values. 

4.3.xx The annotation structure 
Thee annotation structure that is used in this experiment is based on ontologies. It comprises 
55 attributes with structured value lists, shown in Table 4-3. 

Attribute e 

Representationall  Type (resembles LOM's 

Learningg Resource Type) 

Examplee values 

Pictoriall  representation 

Reality-relatedd representation 

Photo o 

Textuall  representation 

Structuredd text 

List t 
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Attribute e 

Topicc (gorilla concept hierarchy) 

Descriptionn Type 

Knowledgee Type 

Instructionall  Role 

Examplee values 

Animal l 

Gorilla a 

Mountainn Gorilla 

Behaviorall  Property 

Sociall  Behavior 

Communication n 

Organizationall  Description 

Contentt Description 

Behaviorall  Description 

Physicall  Description 

Conceptuall  Knowledge 

Definitionall  Knowledge 

Factuall  Knowledge 

Practicall  Knowledge 

Pre-instructional l 

Advancee Organizer 

Motivation n 

Introduction n 

Learningg Goal 

Definition n 

Learningg Block 

Illustration n 

Example e 

Tablee 4-3 Annotation structure and example values of the indexing vocabulary used in tfie^orilla experiment. 

4.3.22 Method 

Subjectss had the task to annotate 16 multi-media fragments by assigning at most 5 values to 
eachh attribute. Correspondence between subjects' annotations and experts' annotations is 
measured,, and correspondence amongst subjects' annotations (other than those of the 
experts)) is measured. The prior knowledge of subjects that could influence the indexing task 
waswas assessed using a questionnaire. The following subsections describe the variables, sub-
jects,, materials and procedure. 

4.3.2.11 Variables 
Thee dependent variables are correspondence with experts' annotations and correspondence 
betweenn subjects' annotations excluding those which are the same as the experts'. Analysis is 
basedd on strict and flexible matching criteria. The strict matching criteria require a perfect 
matchh between two values. The flexible matching criteria permit values of different levels of 
detail,, where direct sub- or super-concepts of the experts' concepts are considered to match. 
Forr example, the values Lowland Gorilla and Western Lowland Gorilla form a matching pair 
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usingg the flexible criteria, but not for the strict criteria. The scoring method calculates the 
basee rate for an attribute, which is the prior probability that two annotations match. This 
scoringg method corrects for coincidentally corresponding annotations. It is based on the 
probabilityy of a match, given the number of concepts in the ontology, the number of concepts 
usedd by the experts and the number of concepts used by the subject. The following formula 
iss used (hypergeometric distribution): 

N N 
m m 
n n 
k k 

H H 
P(H=k) ) 

== number of concepts in the ontology. 
== number of concepts used by the experts. 
== number of concepts used by a subject. 
== number of concepts used by a subject that 

matchh the experts' concepts. 
== number of possible matches. 
== the probability that H equals k. 

Becausee a low probability of an accidental match should, when it occurs, be rewarded with a 
highh score, the score a subject receives for an attribute is i-P(H=k). Each subject receives a 
maximumm score of 1 for each attribute that corresponds with the experts. 
Too measure correspondence between subjects' alternative annotations, different from the 
experts',, each possible subject pair is compared in both directions. In each comparison, all 
"test-subjects""  are tested for correspondence against a "norm-subject". So each subject is the 
"norm-subject""  once, and the "test-subject" as many times as there are other subjects. The 
samee scoring method as for the correspondence with the experts was used. Only flexible 
matchingg criteria were used, implying that direct sub- and superconcepts are considered 
corresponding,, except for root-concepts. Each subject receives a maximum score of 1 for each 
attributee that represents correspondence with other subjects. Because not all subjects used 
differentt concepts than the experts, the correspondence-score counts for the percentage of 
subjectss that used alternatives. 

4.3.2.22 Subjects 
211 Subjects volunteered to participate. Of these, 19 subjects are 3r d and 4t h year students, and 
22 subjects are teachers Social Science Informatics. The subjects represent inexperienced 
indexers,, but were expected to have enough knowledge to perform the indexing task indivi-
duallyy (instead of in groups). 

4.3.2.33 Materials 
AA set of 16 fragments was randomly selected for each subject. These were drawn from a set of 
aboutt 800 fragments about gorillas and stored in a Prolog database. Of each medium type 
(text,, picture, sound and video), 4 fragments of approximately the same size were selected. 
Ann annotation tool was created in SWI-Prolog and XPCE 9 , and Windows Media Player was 
usedd to display sound and video fragments. The annotation tool allowed subjects to browse 

99 http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/sofrware.hnnI 

UJL-kk J 
P(HH = k) = 

O O 
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throughh the fragments and assign values selected from a hierarchical tree structure. Figure 
4-22 shows a screenshot of the tool in which a picture fragment is annotated with Represen-
tationall  Type concepts. 

Textt an d pi cture fragments 
aree displayed here, sound 
andd video is displayed m 
"Windowss Media Player 

Conceptss are selected 
fromm the indexing 
vocabularyy here 

'•• > Slf«f»«t I. 

É É 
if f 

Sii  ™>«y«' "  " 
MfRSMMwo o 

!J-- .Tilts' 

AA Representati onal 
Typee annotation, 
consistingg of 0-5 

\\ concepts. 

i i ^ d d 

Figuree 4-z Ontology-based annotation tooljor/ragments aboiitgonllas. 

Thee \6 fragments were annotated one attribute at the time. The fragments were displayed in 
randomm order for each attribute to prevent a bias caused by the order in which fragments 
weree presented. The buttons "Previous fragment" and "Next fragment" are used for 
browsingg through the fragments. Values can be assigned to, for example, the Representa-
tionall  Type attribute of each of the 16 fragments. By clicking "Next fragment", the anno-
tationn field is cleared and the next fragment is displayed. Previously made annotations can be 
changedd using the "Previous fragment" button. Terms are transferred to and from the anno-
tationn field using the "*<"  and "••" buttons. When finished with, for example, Represen
tationall Type annotations, the attribute values are saved with the "Apply" button, after 
whichh the next attribute and indexing vocabulary are presented. 

Thee experimental setup was tested and the time to conduct the indexing task was estimated 
too be one hour. 

4.3.2.44 Procedure 
Firstt the tool was demonstrated and the annotation structure explained. Instead of a single 
value,, a more realistic number of at most 5 values per attribute was allowed. However, the 
numberr of terms was limited to keep the indexing task practicable and to stimulate subjects 
too think about the best suiting terms. Subjects were told to be as precise as possible, yet they 
weree allowed to use a super-concept where appropriate. As a support the subjects could look 
intoo a reference work with definitions and examples of concepts in the indexing vocabulary. 
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Subjectss had as much time as was necessary to finish the indexing task. Subjects completed 
thee indexing task in between 45 and 60 minutes, after which the questionnaire was filled out. 
Thee questionnaire contained a set of questions about subjects' prior knowledge (instruc-
tionall  experience, knowledge of the topic and familiarity with search engines) and a set of 
evaluativee questions about the annotation structure. 

4.3.33 Results 

4.3.3.11 Data preparation 
Thee frequency of concepts used per fragment attribute was counted and the correspon-
dence-scoress were calculated. The time spent on the indexing task did not differ significantly 
betweenn subjects. There were also no significant differences between subjects' prior know-
ledge. . 

4.3.3.22 Analysis of results 
Contraryy to the results of the JAVA experiment in which single value annotations are made 
withh flat value lists, the difference between the analysis based on the strict and the flexible 
matchingg criteria is small when multiple-value annotations are made with structured value 
lists.. Based on the strict matching criteria an average consistency of .71 was found, and based 
onn the flexible matching criteria an average consistency of .73. This small difference shows 
thatt offering structured value lists leads to more consistency between indexers. Table 4-4 
showss the average score across subjects, based on the flexible matching criteria. A high score 
indicatess high correspondence with the experts' annotations. Rows represent sets of 4 
fragmentss of the same medium type. Columns represent attributes, ordered from high (left 
column)) to low average scores. 

Pictures s 

Sounds s 

Texts s 

Videos s 

Average e 

R
ep

re
se

nt
ar

io
nal 

l 

Ty
pe

 e
 

.84 4 

.89 9 

•95 •95 

.87 7 

.89 9 

u u 
'a, , 
E2 2 

•89 9 

•76 •76 

-7° ° 

•74 4 

•77 •77 

a a 
0 0 

DD H 

•71 1 

•74 4 

.81 1 

•77 •77 

•76 •76 

a a 
0 0 
ü ü 

aa ê 

•53 3 

.82 2 

.69 9 

.76 .76 

•7° •7° 

K
no

w
le

dg
e 

e 

Ty
pe

 e
 

•39 9 

.56 6 

.61 .61 

•55 5 

•53 3 

2 2 
S S < < 

•67 •67 

•75 5 

•75 5 

•74 4 

•73 3 

Tablee 4-4 Correspondence between subjects' and expert's annotations. 

Ass in the JAVA experiment, high scores are found on "tangible" attributes. Representarional 
Typee scores are significantly high (M=.89, 1=10.74, df=22, Pt.05). Low scores are found on 
"abstract"" attributes. Knowledge Type scores significantly lower than other attributes 
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(M=.53,, £=-4.98, df=22, P-«.05). Compared to the JAVA domain, the Gorilla domain is far less 
formalizedd and structured, making it probably difficult to identify Knowledge Type 
unambiguously.. Instructional Role may score below average because subjects were relatively 
inexperiencedd instructional designers, for example subjects used the concept Illustration 
excessivelyy to annotate images. This is an easy way out, because almost always images are 
theree also for illustrative purposes independent of their precise content in terms of know-
ledgee conveyed. Topic scores are almost similar to the ones in the JAVA domain using flexible 
criteria.. Pictures score lower than other medium types. Instructional Role and Knowledge 
Typee of pictures score significantly lower than average (M=.53, t=-6.i2, df=2i, P-«.o5; M=.3<>, 
t=-7.i4,, df=2i, P<05). Contrarily, most subjects agreed with the experts on the Topic of 
pictures. . 

Too measure the degree of correspondence between subjects' annotations that are different 
fromm those of the experts, each possible subject pair is compared in both directions, using 
thee same scoring method. Only the flexible matching criteria are applied: direct sub- and 
super-conceptss are considered corresponding, except for root-concepts. Each subject 
receivess a maximum score of 1 for each attribute that corresponds with other subjects, 
differentt from the experts. Table 4-5 shows the percentage subjects that annotated with 
otherr values than the experts (%) and the average correspondence between those other values 
(M).. Rows represents sets of 4 fragments of the same medium type. Columns represent 
attributes,, ordered from low average percentage subjects that used alternatives (left}  to high. 
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Tablee 4-5 Correspondence between subjects' alternative annotations. 

Inn the best situation, only a few subjects used different concepts than the experts (indicated 
byy a low percentage), and among the subjects who did, the same concepts were used 
(indicatedd by a high mean correspondence), as is the case for Representational Types of texts. 
Pictures,, compared to other medium types, were most often annotated differently from the 
expertss [62%). Of all attributes, Topics were most often annotated differently from the 
expertss (87%), however subjects agreed on those other annotations to a large extent (.64). For 
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thee 55% of the subjects who used other Knowledge Type values than the experts, a corres-
pondencee of only .30 was found. These subjects disagreed with the experts and with each 
other.. The rich Topic structure of altogether S6 concepts allowed for a high degree of agree-
mentt among subjects, whereas the flat list of only 10 Knowledge Type concepts may have 
hamperedd consistency among subjects' annotations. The lack of structure may have allowed 
subjectss to build their own mental model of types of knowledge, leading to different view-
pointss and interpretations of available concepts. 

Thee results are combined and summarized in Table 4-6. Each cell shows three symbols. A "+" 
standss for the positive situation in which consistent indexing is feasible, a "-" indicates the 
negativee situation. The first sign is positive (+) if the average correspondence between sub-
ject'ss and the experts' attribute values is .73 (the average from Table 4-4) or higher; the 
secondd is positive (+) if less than 50% of the subjects used alternative attribute values (from 
Tablee 4-5); the rightmost sign is positive (+) if the average correspondence between the 
subjects'' different attribute values is .51 (the average) or higher (from Table 4-5). 
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TabUU ^Practicability qfcoTuistent indexing. 

Together,, the comparison with experts and the comparison between subjects, provide 
insightt into consistency in indexing material. Sounds and texts were relatively consistently 
indexed,, video moderately and pictures the least. A possible explanation is that pictures 
inherentlyy require more interpretation than other medium types. Contrarily to other 
mediumm types that take some time to read, view, or listen to, still images lack context and are 
likelyy to be interpreted in more than one way. Regarding attributes, Description Types were 
annotatedd fairly consistently. In a biological domain subjects could easily discriminate 
betweenn a physical and a behavioral description for instance. Instructional Roles were mode
ratelyy consistently indexed. To some extent, subjects had different mental models when it 
comess to the roles fragments can play in instructional material, possibly due to a lack of 
instructionall design expertise. Topics were often annotated with multiple values, but the 
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highlyy structured topic concept hierarchy supported consistent annotation. Knowledge Type 
wass least agreed upon. Subjects used alternative annotations on which they disagreed more 
thann average. In this experiment, Knowledge Type is the only attribute with a flat list of 
values.. Particularly for this abstract attribute, a structured value list is desirable. Represen-
tationall  Types were highly consistently indexed. Mostly fragments of a small grain size are 
representedd in a single excludable form; a fragment is either running text or a photo. To 
determinee the Representational Type one does not need much interpretation or abstraction, 
andd the highly structured value list makes annotation even easier. 

4.44 Conclusions 

Thee aim of investigating consistency in indexing was to gain insight in the way people apply 
aa standardized indexing vocabulary and how this is related to the nature of the domain, the 
typess of attributes and medium types involved. 
Overalll  different people annotate the same fragments with approximately 75% similarity. 
Givenn the relatively inexperienced subjects used, as a kind of worst case, this is not a bad 
result.. The fact that consistency is considerably lower when annotations are made with 
unordered,, flat lists of values, indicates the positive effect of structure on consistency. Especially 
whenn only a single value is allowed and if strict matching criteria are used, consistency is low. 
Becausee of a lack of structure, values in unordered lists may have some overlap. Hence, more 
thann one value may be applicable. Depending on the view of one indexer, a dominant value 
iss selected, which may be a different value than chosen by a next indexer. Value scales are 
usedd most inconsistently by different indexers. It is well known in social scientific research 
thatt value scales can be used in a subjective way. For example values ranging from Very Easy to 
Veryy Difficul t depend on a person's norm for "difficulty " and should therefore be avoided or 
broadlyy interpreted. Ontologies offer structured conceptual representations in is-a and part-
oo f hierarchies and contribute to consistent annotations at a conceptual level. The effect of 
mediumm type is that text, spoken or written, is more consistently indexed than pictorial 
materiall  (images or video). Texts are less poly-interpretable and therefore indexers probably 
havee similar mental models and apply similar attribute values. The effect of type of attribute is 
thatt the degree of abstraction determines the extent to which different mental models are 
used.. An abstraction is a simplification of reality, and people make different "simplifications 
off  reality" if there is no structure to support them. For abstract attributes that show very low 
consensus,, either the ontology needs further specification or we should accept that some 
attributess are hard to annotate consistently. Finally, the effect of type of domain is less easy to 
establish.. It seems that in more formal domains, like programming languages, it is easier to 
bee consistent about certain attribute types, in particular Knowledge Type, than in less formal 
domains. . 

Beingg aware of the degree of subjectivity employed in indexing, permitting multiple values 
wouldd benefit retrieval. Flexible use of a structured indexing vocabulary leads to higher 
consensus,, but also to less specificity - a trade off to be aware of From a retrieval perspective, 
specificityy causes high precision, which might be more valuable to an author of instructional 
materiall  than high recall. 
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Usingg ontologies brings the advantage of consistent indexes. In a broader sense, the effort 
andd cost of indexing can be reduced by using efficient indexing methods and flexible tools. 
Ann example of an open and flexible indexing and query tool is one developed for ARIADNE 
(Neven,, Duval, Temier, Cardinaels & Vandepitte, 2003] in which the indexer can specify a 
profilee that allows to set default values that are not likely to change. Efficient use of metadata 
iss necessary because indexing is labor intensive and expensive, certainly when many small 
fragmentss have to be annotated instead of a few large ones. Automatic semantic indexing is 
thee ultimate goal, reducing both high cost and inconsistency. Until that is achieved, problems 
thatt come with manual indexing, such as inconsistencies, remain and have to be known to 
thee actors involved. 

Thee subsequent questions to be addressed regard the effect of using ontologies for retrieval 
andd re-use. Compared with other methods, does an improved search structure lead to more 
efficientt and effective retrieval, and is the product created with the retrieved fragments of 
higherr quality? These questions are empirically investigated in the next chapter. 
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